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Abstract
Classifying tablet PC models based on user preferences from online
reviews
Kamrun Nahar
Online review sites are a good source of information for the manufacturers to understand
the product market. Those sites allow users of the product to express their opinions about
products which provide valuable information to other people. As these reviews are easily
available and contain important information about the product and users, product design-
ers can utilize those reviews for their new product design analysis. To be competitive the
designer should consider the users preferences at the time of product designing and should
offer product differentiation while offering a new product. Tablet PC is currently consid-
ered as a new class of product which needs to be well classiﬁed for the users. The history
of portable computer tells that at ﬁrst when portable computer arrived in the market it was
also not well classiﬁed for different users. At ﬁrst, almost all manufacturers had one line of
portable computer in market which resembles the current time of tablet product. Motivated
by the available online reviews by tablet users and the need of the tablet designers, we
propose a method to extract interesting patterns from online reviews of tablet users. These
extracted patterns can help the designers to understand the new product market of tablet PC
iii
to classify its model for different categories of users. We applied association rule mining
technique on the online reviews to reveal interesting patterns between users and their pre-
ferred tablet features. For identifying this pattern we considered three categories of users:
personal, business and student users. To examine the approach, the online reviews posted
between April, 2010 and May, 2011 were collected. Then the resultant association rules
between the users and tablet features are compared with the existing tablets in the market
which supports this study.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the tablet PC model classiﬁcation for different categories
of users. Tablet PC has been chosen for this work because presently it is considered as
a new class of product. New products typically go through some development stages.
For example, portable computers have evolved from a single model to different models
for different categories of users. Tablet PC development should go through these stages.
In the next section, we describe the background information related to tablet PC model
classiﬁcation.
1.1 Background
In the history of portable computers, we observe that at ﬁrst there was only few models of
portable computers in the market which were not classiﬁed for different categories of users.
Based on the information from Hamm [21] and Wikipedia [1], the ﬁrst portable computer
IBM 5100, appeared in 1975. Then some other models from different manufacturers also
appeared in early 1980s such as Osborne 1 (in 1981), GRiD Compass 1100 (in 1982) and
Toshiba T11 (in 1985). These computers were considered to be a product mostly for users
of specialized ﬁeld applications like NASA, Air Forces and Military and their prices were
1
too high for general people (e.g., about $2,000 to $8,000 USD).
By the pace of time manufacturers started to release different models of portable com-
puters for different categories of users. By the end of the 1980s, portable computers were
becoming popular among business people. Starting from 1990s, some famous lines of
portable computers started to appear in the market such as Apple PowerBook 100 Series
(in 1991) and IBM ThinkPad 700 Series (in 1992). Though the prices of the portable
computers did not change much, their performance was getting closer to a typical desktop
computer. In 2007, ASUS launched a new type of portable computer (now classiﬁed as
netbook), Eee PC, which came with low price and light weight. This product has changed
the market and made the other portable computers down their prices. As a result more users
like journalists, accountants and sales representatives were added in the portable computer
users list. Finally, a large number of student users were also included because of the low
prices of portable computers. As the number of users were increasing due to the reduced
prices, different types of portable computers were also well classiﬁed for general customers
to choose in the market (e.g., desktop replacement, gaming, ultrabook, netbook, and etc).
The development of portable computers with different user categories are shown in Fig-
ure 1. This graph is showing the three stages of acceptance of portable computers by
different categories of users.
In this work we considered the development of tablet also resembles the development
of portable computers. After the arrival of Apple iPad in 2010 many manufacturers started
offering tablets in the market. Asus Eee Pad (in July, 2010), Samsung Galaxy Tab (in
September, 2010), HP Slate 500 (in October, 2010), Motorola Xoom (in February, 2011)
and many other tablets appeared after the release of Apple iPad. These tablets are usually
designed for general public rather than speciﬁc user categories (e.g., business or student
users). Many users have started using tablet at the early stage of tablet development as
shown in Figure 2. This ﬁgure is showing the acceptance rate of tablet by the users in
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Figure 1: Development of portable computers
the early stage and the acceptance by time is expanding. However, when we examine the
development history of portable computers (illustrated in Figure 1), we ﬁnd that careful
designs for speciﬁc users are important for future tablet development.
Though the tablet market is growing rapidly, it is still a new kind of product and man-
ufacturers would have sufﬁcient time to classify the tablet models for different categories
of users ( in the middle of 2011). Like the development of portable computers, tablet PC
models also should be categorized for different categories of users. Thus the issue of this
thesis is to help the tablet designers to classify the tablet PC models for different categories
of users.
To classify the tablet PC models for different categories of users, we ﬁnd that the user
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opinions posted in various websites contain valuable information about the users. In the net
generation, people are willing to share their experiences and opinions about new products
online [46]. As the number of online reviews can be numerous, we apply data mining
techniques to analyze those reviews. We classiﬁed the tablet users in three categories, i.e.,
personal, business and student users. Then we try to identify any interesting patterns of
these users with tablet features from the online reviews. We give an example of tablet PC
user review from online to illustrate. Some portion of the review for Apple iPad (64 GB)
looks like the following.
"Let me start off by saying why I bought this thing. I’m active duty military and I
4
deploy/travel very frequently. That being said, I am always on the look out for a device that
will entertain me throughout LOTS of boredom/downtime. Whether it’s playing a quick
game, watching hours of movies and/or TV shows, or keeping the family up to date on
Facebook when I ﬁnd an internet connection. As for the device itself, I couldn’t have been
happier with my purchase. I went on a trip recently (within the States) and this is when I
found out how long the battery will last. I spent about 6 hours on planes total and I only
used about 20% of the battery. Considering I used to barely get through one movie on a
fully charged laptop battery, that was awesome. When having to run through the airport
trying to catch a connection ﬂight, it’s nice not to have to worry about stopping and trying
to get that last minute charge on a device. This thing really will last all day. It’s also nice
to watch movies on the larger screen (as opposed to the iPod Touch or iPhone). It is nice
to have the larger keyboard on screen."
From the above review, we identiﬁed the user category is personal as he is using it
for entertainment purpose and the preferred feature set by the user is {long battery life,
screen size 9.7 inch, touch keyboard}. An example of identiﬁed categories of users and
their preferred features from 10 reviews are showed in Table 1.
ri User Categories C(ri) Preferred Features F (ri)
r1 {personal, student} {long battery life, screen size 7inch, touch keyboard}
r2 {personal} {nice display, screen size 7inch, long battery life, fast processor}
r3 {personal} {fast processor, good graphics, long battery life, screen size 7inch, good touch screen}
r4 {personal} {good touch screen, long battery life, screen size 7inch}
r5 {business, personal} {beautiful design, nice display, good touch screen, long battery life, keyboard}
r6 {student, business} {long battery life, portable, nice display, beautiful design, front facing camera}
r7 {personal} {long battery life, screen size 7inch, beautiful design, front facing camera}
r8 {personal} {long battery life, screen size 10 inch, front facing camera, light weight}
r9 {business} {long battery life, portable, screen size 10 inch, front facing camera, light weight}
r10 {student} {long battery life, portable, beautiful design, light weight}
Table 1: Identiﬁed user categories and their preferred feature sets in 10 reviews
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1.2 Motivation
This thesis work is to analyze the online reviews for classifying the tablet PC features for
different categories of users and it is motivated by the following two observations:
The ﬁrst observation is the need of the tablet designers to classify the tablet models for
different users. After the arrival of Apple iPad in 2010, many tablets from different man-
ufacturers have appeared in the market. Though the tablet market is expanding rapidly, it
is noticeable that almost all the manufacturers offered a unique tablet model in the market.
But to be competitive, they need to satisfy different categories of customers. So manufac-
turers have no other way except offering new tablet to compete in the tablet market. Thus
the product designer must give time on analyzing the product design for meeting all users
need.
The second observation is the availability of users opinions in online reviews which can
be utilized to classify the tablet models. The online review is a large and easily accessible
information source for both the users and product manufacturers. Many websites allow
users to share their own experiences about tablet on those online reviews. These reviews
contain important information for the manufacturers. These opinions of users can be used
as Voice of Customer (VOC) by the tablet designer to understand the tablet market. VOC
is the task of identifying customer needs, structuring customer needs, and providing prior-
ities for customer needs [20]. VOC has been effective in helping many companies guide
the development of product platform speciﬁcations and features [37]. For a company, it
may be no longer necessary to conduct surveys, organize focus groups or employ external
consultants in order to ﬁnd consumer opinions about its products and those of its competi-
tors because the user generated content on the Web can already give them such informa-
tion [16]. The online reviews are useful and they should be considered as an alternative
source of collecting VOC for several reasons:
• Online review contains the information regarding users preferences about product
6
features and their purpose of usage.
• As the reviews are created by the user itself, they are bias free while traditional
surveys are biased by the surveyors.
• Reviews are easily available, free and saves time while traditional surveys are costly
and time consuming.
1.3 Objective
The main objective of this thesis is to provide a method to analyze the online reviews to
aid the tablet PC feature classiﬁcation for different categories of users. Our focus is on
providing the method which is able to classify tablet features based on users categories
from the data of online reviews. The method is also able to help the designers in tablet
PC feature selection. As the reviews are made by interested customers, the scope of this
research can only provide an alternative way for the tablet designers.
Our aim is to identify two types of interesting patterns from the online reviews, the ﬁrst
pattern is to classify the tablet PC models and the second pattern is to help in tablet PC
feature selection. To meet the objective we can use data mining techniques. Employing the
data mining technique on these reviews is an efﬁcient approach that we believe will reveal
the preferences of the users of different categories.
1.4 Contribution
In order to meet our objective, we have proposed a method for mining interesting patterns
from online reviews of tablet PC. Such interesting patterns are valuable for the product
designer to understand the feature classiﬁcation of tablet PC for different categories of
users. We have mined two kinds of patterns from the online review data. First one is the
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interesting patterns between the users and tablet PC features, and the second one is the
interesting patterns among the features. Based on the interesting patterns we classify the
tablet models for different categories of users. To see the effectiveness of our proposed
method we also compared the result with the existing tablet models in the market.
Our approach has the following merits:
• We explore the feasibility of online reviews for determining the users preferences to
categorize the tablet models.
• We employ the notions frequent feature set and association rules [4] to model the
relationship among the features and user categories.
• We examine the use of online reviews in analyzing the associations between users
and their preferable tablet features, and the associations among tablet features.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the background knowl-
edge and the previous work of text mining, opinion mining from online reviews and work
of product information extraction from online review. Chapter 3 formally describes the
problem, i.e., tablet PC model classiﬁcation from online reviews for different categories of
users . Chapter 4 describes the methodology of our problem solution. Chapter 5 shows the
experimental result on user dataset and evaluates the experimental result with the existing
product. Finally Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Related Work and Background
Knowledge
In this chapter, we describe the background information that is related to the online re-
view mining for analyzing users preferences. In order to analyze the users preferences for
a product, the users information required for the analysis must ﬁrst be extracted from the
reviews. Therefore, we discuss some of the text mining works which can be used to extract
user information from the reviews. Some of the text mining works include text summariza-
tion, text classiﬁcation and topic mining. In this chapter, we brieﬂy explain some works on
the text summarization, text classiﬁcation and topic mining. In literature, review mining
is studied under the topic of opinion mining. Therefore, we also discussed some works
in the area of opinion mining. As we also employ data mining techniques in our work,
we brieﬂy describe the application of data mining techniques in product development and
market analysis.
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2.1 Text Mining
Text mining refers to the process of extracting useful information or knowledge from un-
structured textual documents. Information can be extracted to derive summaries for the
words contained in the documents [18,38,39] or to categorize textual documents [6,11,30]
or to identify topic of textual documents [8,31]. Detailed description of the aforementioned
areas are given in the following paragraphs.
Text summarization involves reducing a text document or a larger corpus of multiple
documents into a concise collection of words or paragraph that conveys the main meaning
of the text to the reader. Several techniques have been proposed for text summarization.
Nahm and Mooney [39] proposed a text mining system DiscoTEX which has been applied
to mine job postings and resumes posted to USENET news groups. The technique also
has been applied to mine Amazon book description pages from the Web. Information ex-
traction systems can be used to directly extract abstract knowledge from a text corpus, or
to extract concrete data from a set of documents which can then be further analyzed with
traditional data mining techniques to discover more general patterns [38]. An information
extraction method based on Relational Markov networks has been developed by Mooney et
al. [38] to directly extract text from unstructured documents. Interpretation and the devel-
opment of new hypotheses from text documents are very important. Many works [18, 42]
addressed this problem. The approach by Plaisant et al. [42] has been applied in literature
domain. Literary scholars could use a Naive Bayesian classiﬁer to determine which letters
of correspondence contained erotic content. It gave users some insights into the vocabulary
used in the letters. Don et al. [18] proposed a system named FeatureLens that allows visual
exploration of frequent text patterns in text collections. The concepts of frequent words,
frequent expressions, and frequent closed itemsets of n-grams have been applied to guide
the discovery process. By using FeatureLens users can ﬁnd meaningful co-occurrences of
text patterns by visualizing them within documents. This also permits users to identify the
10
increasing, decreasing, and unexpected appearance of text patterns. Surveys on the web
provide many questionnaire data about a product which may contain valuable information
for making business decisions. Automatically mining and summarizing those open answers
help the manufacturers to make decisions about the speciﬁcation of the next version of their
products. Li and Yamanishi [32] developed a text mining system that provides a method
for analyzing open answers in questionnaire data.
Text categorization or text classiﬁcation is the task of assigning a textual document to
one or more classes or categories. There has been many works on automatic text categoriza-
tion. Apte and Damerau [6] proposed a rule-based induction method for text categorization.
They have adopted decision tree learning technique to learn the classiﬁer. Then employed
this classiﬁer to identify the category of a given document. Chai et al. [11] explored the
use of Bayesian classiﬁer to classify text documents. Lam and Lai [30] proposed a dif-
ferent approach of text classiﬁcation using meta-learning approach. Instead of applying a
single method for all categories during classiﬁcation, this new meta-learning approach can
automatically recommend a suitable algorithm during training, from an algorithm pool.
Zhang et al. [51] proposed a text classiﬁcation technique to extract key phrases from web
document.
The unsupervised topic identiﬁcation or topic discovery is a technique of identifying
topics of documents in text corpus by using content-based clustering. Clustering is used
to identify important information from the documents without knowing any background
knowledge. The documents of different clusters are dissimilar but the documents of a
same cluster are similar. Document clustering helps to identify the topic of documents in
collection of documents in several ways. A text mining tool has been designed by Larsen
and Aone [31] to ﬁnd relevant documents quickly. The top level of a cluster hierarchy
summarizes the contents of a document collection, enabling users to selectively drill deeper
to explore speciﬁc topics of interest without reading every document. The primary steps to
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generate hierarchy was the extraction of features from document and then clustering based
on those features. Beil et al. [8] proposed a method of text clustering using the idea of
frequent item set mining. This frequent item-based approach of clustering is able to reduce
the large dimensionality of the document while clustering. Cutting et al. [14] proposed
an approach of document clustering. They have introduced two algorithms for browsing a
collection of documents conveniently. This is an iterative method where the system scatters
the collection of documents into groups and provide short summaries of those groups to the
user. Based on these summaries user can select one or more of the groups for further study.
The system then apply clustering again to scatter the new sub collection into a small number
of document groups. With each successive iteration the group becomes smaller and more
detailed.
All the aforementioned works of text mining are to extract information from unstruc-
tured text documents. These text mining ideas can be used to extract product features and
user categories from the online reviews. Extracting information from the online reviews
are more challenging than extracting information from the traditional documents. Online
reviews are not written in formal way which may contain spelling errors, special characters
and symbols. For mining the knowledge from reviews the required information must ﬁrst
be extracted to make a structured dataset. The dataset is then utilized by using data min-
ing techniques. For mining the knowledge from the dataset we have used association rules
mining technique.
2.2 Opinion Mining
Opinion mining falls into the research area between data mining and text mining. The
objective of opinion mining is extract the opinion of a writer (or a group of writers) in a
particular subject. In the context of market analysis and product design, understanding the
opinion of the current product users play an important role in the decision making process
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while designing the next version of a product [40]. Nowadays, product users often express
their opinion about products and services through blogs, forums, and social networking
sites. Consequently, these new media become a low-cost source of information for opinion
collection.
Review mining [17,24,25] is an emerging research area in opinion mining that focuses
on how to efﬁciently and effectively evaluate large volume of unstructured textual review
data. Many works in opinion mining and review mining focus on feature-based sentiment
classiﬁcation. An increasingly popular trend in opinion mining is the combination of fea-
ture mining and sentiment identiﬁcation techniques to extract consumer opinions in form
of feature based summaries [10,15,43]. These methods ﬁrst identify product features from
the text, extract sentences which are the positive or negative comments about those fea-
tures and then produce a summary of that product with the extracted features and their
comments. In most of the works, the objective is to classify the reviews into positive or
negative comments. Although these approaches can classify the opinion of a writer, they
cannot help designer to get more in-depth information on particular features. In contrast,
our work provides a methodology to help tablet designers better understand the correlation
between product features and user categories.
2.2.1 Product Feature Extraction and Sentiment Analysis
Product feature extraction from online review is the extraction of feature set of a product
about which reviewers have been commented on. Many works have been done to ﬁnd
product features that have been commented on the reviews. Natural language processor
and Apriori algorithm have been used to identify the feature words of reviews [25]. The
main idea is to ﬁnd the features that appear explicitly as nouns or noun phrases in the
reviews. To identify nouns/noun phrases from the reviews, they have used the part-of-
speech tagging. Then they identiﬁed frequent item set of nouns in the reviews, which
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are likely to be product features. This work also introduced the idea of implicit feature
mining. Hu et al. [24] also proposed techniques for identifying infrequent features using
adjectives in reviews, which are considered as opinion words. Opinion words are the words
which are used to say something positive or negative about a feature. This work also gives
the summary of the reviews based on the extracted features and shows the negative and
positive opinion about those features. A holistic lexicon-based approach was proposed by
Ding et al. [17] which solved the problem of context dependent opinion word identiﬁcation
and improved the previous lexicon-based method [24]. Kim et al. [29] studied the problem
of opinion summarization of online product reviews using association rules mining [5].
The objective of sentiment analysis is to identify the attitude of a writer towards a sub-
ject. Most works [41, 49, 52] in this area aim at classifying some textual data into either
positive or negative opinions. For example, Zhuang et al. [52] applied a multi-knowledge
based approach, which integrates WordNet, statistical analysis and movie knowledge for
mining movie reviews. This work has been extended from [24] and used some grammatical
rules to mine feature-opinion pairs. After mining feature-opinion pairs they have generated
a summary about movie features and comments about those features. Zhang et al. [49] pro-
posed a new feature mining method to improve the work by Qiu et al. [44]. This paper [49]
proposed a method to extract features from corpora in different sizes while the previous
work by Qiu et al. [44] focuses on mining features from medium size corpora. The feature
mining method by Qiu et al. can not mine features from large and small size corpora.
All of the above works of opinion mining are to extract features and provide summary
from the users reviews. These information can help the users to get idea about a speciﬁc
product before purchasing it, while our work is to analyze the users preferences to help the
product designers. In our work we mined the association rules between the user categories
and users preferred feature sets of tablet PC and the association rules among the features
only which are for classifying tablet PC models.
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2.3 Extraction of Product Information Using DataMining
The extraction of important information from large online data, is a powerful new tech-
nology with great potential to help companies focus on the most important information
in their businesses. Data mining techniques predict future trends and behaviors, allowing
businesses to take knowledge-driven decisions. Many researchers are working on this is-
sues. A system to gather and annotate online discussions about different products has been
proposed by Glance et al. [19]. The system is able to extract important information for
the producers for their marketing analysis. This work used text classiﬁcation and computa-
tional linguistics for analyzing the textual data. A system for predicting sales performance
was applied by Liu et al. [36]. This work studied the problem of mining sentiment infor-
mation from blogs and investigate ways to use that information to predict product sales
performance. The main idea was to use the blog sentiments and revenue data by linear
prediction to predict the future revenue. Li et al. [33] proposed a method to ﬁnd important
service aspects and to automatically generate customer service surveys through mining
service reviews. This work used association rules mining to ﬁnd frequent service aspect.
Co-occurrence method and linear regression has been used to rank the candidate service as-
pects. In order to satisfy customer needs as well as to reduce supply chain complexity Kim
et al. [28] applied a methodology to determine the appropriate product family size. They
did an experiment with the data of mobile phone market to analyze the different groups of
consumers’ preferences about the mobile phone models. Historical data mining has been
used to match customers’ preferences and product characteristics.
There has been a considerable research on online review mining and product informa-
tion mining. However there has been no studies on how to utilize online review informa-
tion for new product design analysis. In our case we have utilized these online reviews for
tablet PC feature classiﬁcation using data mining technique. Most of the previous works
of mining online reviews were on feature extraction and summarization of reviews about
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the product. There are some works on product development from survey data. Bae and
Kim [7] proposed an approach for product development based on customer needs using
data mining technique. For data collection they performed a survey with camera users and
nonusers. Nonusers of a product can not be clear about their need while users can clearly
recognize their real needs of product. Many people do not know what they want from a
product before using it. The perception of the nature of a product’s beneﬁts can change as
the product becomes more familiar [9]. Unlike their approach our research is to classify
the new product, tablet features from online reviews. On those reviews the users clearly
mentioned about their preferences of tablet PC features. These reviews are also less costly
and unbiased than questionnaire survey.
2.4 Data Mining Techniques
Data Mining is the process of extracting useful knowledge from a large volume of data.
Data mining can be performed on various types of data, such as relational data, transac-
tional data, textual data, and different types information repositories, such as World Wide
Web. There are many kinds of knowledge and patterns that can be discovered by data
mining techniques to aid in the product development and marketing research. Product de-
velopment and market analysis can be supported by different data mining techniques. Some
of the data mining techniques include association rules mining, classiﬁcation analysis, and
cluster analysis. Description of the general application of these three techniques is given in
the following paragraphs.
Association Rules Mining. The goal of association rules mining is to detect relation-
ships or associations between items which exist together in a record. This technique has
a wide range of application in the product development and market analysis. Many re-
searchers [7, 34, 35, 47] applied association rules mining to extract customer knowledge
or needs for product development. Liao and Chen [34] used association rules mining to
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extract marketing knowledge patterns for the electronic catalog marketing and sales man-
agement of a retailing mall in Taiwan. Bae and Kim [7] applied association rules mining
on the customer data for new camera development based on customer needs. Market bas-
ket analysis is a typical example where association rules mining is widely used. Market
basket analysis is a useful method of discovering customer purchasing patterns by extract-
ing associations or co-occurrences from stores’ transactional databases. The information
obtained from the analysis can be used in forming marketing, sales, service, and operation
strategies. Chen et al. [12] proposed a method for automatically extracting association rules
in a multi-store environment. They have developed an Apriori-like algorithm to discover
purchasing patterns for company with multiple stores.
Classiﬁcation Analysis. Classiﬁcation is the process of assigning labels to previously
unseen data records based on the knowledge extracted from historical data. The goal of
classiﬁcation is to build a model for future prediction based on the predeﬁned classes.
Classiﬁcation has numerous applications including credit approval, product marketing, and
medical diagnosis. Credit scoring is a widely used technique that helps banks decide
whether to grant credit to consumers who submit an application [26]. Huang et al. [26]
proposed a credit classiﬁcation model to evaluate the applicant’s credit score. Hui and
Jha [27] proposed a data mining approach for customer service support using classiﬁca-
tion analysis. In traditional customer service support of a manufacturing environment, a
customer service database usually stores all the service information of faults and solutions.
This service database is used to form a knowledge base to diagnose the faults.
Cluster Analysis. Clustering is the process of grouping objects of the similar kinds into
respective categories. Clustering techniques have been applied in many research problems
of product development and marketing analysis [3, 35, 50]. Zhang et al. [50] proposed a
clustering-based market segmentation approach for product family positioning. The goal
was to offer the product family to the targeted customer segment based on the customer
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requirement data. If the customers’ choice do not match any product from the product
family, they can pick a similar product of their choice from the product family. Agard and
Kusiak [3] employed cluster analysis and association rules mining to derive product family
requirements based on similar customer groups. In this paper, clustering is used to identify
similar customers that share the same or highly similar behaviors, and then association
rules mining has been used to identify the product requirements for a group. The idea
behind clustering is that the customers from the same cluster share similar requirements.
So it could be sensible to propose a speciﬁc product design for each cluster of customers.
Laiao et al. [35] used association rules mining and cluster analysis to extract knowledge
for tourism product development and customer relationship management. They have used
cluster analysis to determine the cluster of tourism customers and used association rules
mining to ﬁnd the customers preferences about different tourism products. Knowledge
extracted from this analysis can help upper management for planning and marketing the
tourism products.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented research works in the areas of text mining, opinion min-
ing, product information extraction using data mining, and use of data mining in product
design and market analysis. In the text mining, we focused on the text summarization, text
categorization and topic mining works. For the works of opinion mining, we have focused
on the review mining works. Review mining is a research area in opinion mining where
most of the works of the researchers are to extract product features and reviewers’ opinions
about those features. We have also discussed works on extracting product information by
data mining techniques. These works include extracting product information for market
analysis, predicting sales performance, and developing product. The literature of data min-
ing techniques for product design and market analysis include association rules mining,
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classiﬁcation analysis, and cluster analysis techniques. In the following chapter, we will
describe the problem of our work.
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Chapter 3
Problem Description
Given a large collection of online reviews on a speciﬁc category of products, for example
Tablet PC, a product designer wants to extract the opinions of product users from online re-
views with the goal of identifying the desirable features for different categories of users and
to design the speciﬁcations of the next generation of products based on the collected users’
preferences. The challenge is how to efﬁciently and effectively extract the combinations of
features preferred by different categories of users from the textual data in online reviews.
The problem is formally deﬁned as follows with the notation summarized in Table 2.
Let F = {f1, . . . , fp} be the set of possible features of a product. In this thesis, the
term “feature" is broadly deﬁned as any possible function of a product (e.g., Wi-Fi) or the
speciﬁcation of a physical item (e.g., 7-inch screen). Let C = {c1, . . . , cq} be the set of
possible user categories. For example, the users of computer notebook can be broadly
classiﬁed into three categories C = {business, personal, student}.
In this thesis, we focus on the features in reviews with positive comments because un-
derstanding of users preferences about features are essential for the designer for designing
new class of product. A product or service is designed effectively if company involves
consumers in designing and encourage consumers to focus on what is wanted rather than
what is not wanted [13]. For designing the product it is important to know what features are
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Var Description
F Set of possible features of a product
{f1, . . . , fp} Elements of F
C Set of possible user categories
{c1, . . . , cq} Elements of C
R Set of online reviews
{r1, . . . , rn} Elements of R
F (ri) Set of preferred features in each review ri
C(ri) Set of user categories in each review ri
I Feature set
k Number of features in feature set
If Frequent feature set
Is Subset of If
It Antecedent of association rule
Ih Consequent of association rule
sup Support
conf Conﬁdence
min_sup User speciﬁed support threshold
min_conf User speciﬁed conﬁdence threshold
Table 2: Descriptions of notations
preferable than what is not preferable by the users. We further assume that there exists some
information retrieval preprocessing methods [17,24,25] to extract the positive features from
online reviews. For user categories, we assume there is a classiﬁcation method [6,22,30] to
identify the user categories based on the online review contents. Below we formally deﬁne
the representation of input online reviews, in which each review consists of a set of features
and a set of user categories.
Deﬁnition 1 (Review). Let R = {r1, . . . , rn} be a set of online reviews. Each review ri is
represented as a doublet, denoted by 〈F (ri), C(ri)〉, where F (ri) ⊆ F and C(ri) ⊆ C.
For example, a review r1 in Table 1 is represented as a set of features F (r1) = {long
battery life, screen size 7 inch, touch keyboard} and C(r1) = {personal, student}.
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3.1 Frequent Feature Set
A product designer would like to identify the combinations of features that are frequently
discussed together in online reviews. Such combinations may directly or indirectly reveal
the preferences of the users of some particular categories; therefore, the extracted combi-
nations may be useful for designing the next generation of products. The challenge is how
to capture and model the combinations of features that are frequently discussed together in
online reviews. In this thesis, we propose to employ the notions frequent feature set and
association rules [4] to model the relationship among the features and user categories.
Let F be the universe of possible tablet PC features, I be a set of features called feature
set, C be a set of possible user categories, where I ⊆ F ∪ C. A feature set that contains
k features is called a k-feature set. For example, the feature set I = {personal, student,
long battery life, screen size 7 inch, touch keyboard} is a 5-feature set. A review ri =
〈F (ri), C(ri)〉 contains a feature set I if I ⊆ F (ri) ∪ C(ri). The support of a feature set
is the percentage of reviews in R that contains the feature set. A feature set is a frequent
feature set in a set of reviews R if the support of the feature set is greater than equal to a
user-speciﬁed minimum support threshold.
Deﬁnition 2 (Frequent feature set). [5] Let R be a collection of reviews, F be a set of
possible features of a product, and C be the set of possible user categories. Let I ⊆ F ∪C
denote a feature set. The support of a feature set, denoted by sup(I), is the percentage
of reviews in R that contain the feature set I , i.e., sup(I) = |R(I)||R| , where |R| is number
of reviews in R and |R(I)| is the number of reviews in R containing the feature set I . A
feature set I is a frequent feature set in R if support(I) ≥ min_sup, where the minimum
support threshold min_sup is a real number in an interval of [0, 1]. A frequent feature set
with k features is called a frequent k-feature set.
Example 1 (Frequent feature set). Consider Table 1. Suppose the user-speciﬁed threshold
min_sup = 0.4, which means that a feature set I is frequent if at least 4 out of the 10
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reviews contain all features and categories in I . {nice display} is not a frequent feature set
because it has sup(nice display) = 3/10 = 0.3, which is less than 0.4. {personal} is a
frequent 1-feature set because it has sup(personal) = 7/10 = 0.7. {personal, screen size 7
inch} is a frequent 2-feature set because it has support 5/10 = 0.5. {personal, screen size
7 inch, battery life} is frequent 3-feature set because it has support 5/10 = 0.5. Example 3
will show how to efﬁciently compute all frequent feature sets from a large collection of
reviews.
3.2 Association Rule
The discovery of associations or relationships among features (F ) and user categories (C)
may reveal some hidden patterns that are beyond the prior knowledge of product designers
and market analysts and, therefore, may help them better shape the next generation of
products. We capture such notion using association rules.
Deﬁnition 3 (Association rule). [5] An association rule is denoted by It → Ih, where
It ⊂ F ∪C, Ih ⊂ F ∪C, It ∩ Ih = ∅. The support of a rule is denoted by sup(It → Ih) =
|R(It∪Ih)|
|R| , where |R(It ∪ Ih)| is the number of reviews in R containing both feature sets It
and Ih. The conﬁdence of a rule is denoted by conf(It → Ih) = |R(It∪Ih)||R(It)| , where |R(It)| is
the number of reviews in R containing feature set It.
In particular, designers and market analysts are interested in the association rules sup-
ported by some signiﬁcant number of reviews. Also, the extracted association rules are
useful only if they follow a speciﬁc patterns that can be utilized in market analysis and
product design. Speciﬁcally, designers and market analysts are interested in associations
between user categories and features, and associations among features. Thus, we deﬁne the
notion of interesting association rule as follows:
Deﬁnition 4 (Interesting association rule). An association rule It → Ih is interesting if
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1. sup(It → Ih) ≥ min_sup
2. conf(It → Ih) ≥ min_conf
3. (It ⊆ C and Ih ⊆ F ) or (It ⊆ F and Ih ⊆ F ).
where min_sup and min_conf are user-speciﬁed minimum support threshold and mini-
mum conﬁdence threshold, respectively.
Example 2 (Interesting association rule). Table 1 contains a frequent feature set If =
{personal, screen size 7 inch} whose support is 0.5. The non-empty subsets of If are
{personal}, {screen size 7 inch}. The resulting association rules generated from If are:
• personal → screen size 7 inch [conf = 71%]
• screen size 7 inch → personal [conf = 100%]
If the user-speciﬁed minimum supportmin_sup is 40% and conﬁdence thresholdmin_conf
is 50%, then the above two association rules pass this threshold.
Using the rule constraint (It ⊆ C and Ih ⊆ F ) or (It ⊆ F and Ih ⊆ F ), the extracted
interesting rule from the above rules is personal → screen size 7 inch. Section 4.3 will
show how to generate interesting association rules from a large collection of reviews.
Given a collection of online reviews R on tablet PC, a minimum support threshold
min_sup and a minimum conﬁdence threshold min_conf , the problem of interesting pat-
tern mining for classifying the tablet features for different users is to extract all interesting
association rules given in Deﬁnition 4.
Thus the research issue is to classify tablet PC models and select features for designing
tablet PC speciﬁcation by using the interesting patterns It → Ih, where (It ⊆ C and
Ih ⊆ F ) or (It ⊆ F and Ih ⊆ F ) .
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3.3 Summary
Tablet PC feature classiﬁcation for different categories of users from online reviews is the
problem of extracting all interesting association rules from the collection of online reviews
on tablet PC. The extraction of association rules among tablet features and user categories
can be utilized for tablet PC feature classiﬁcation and tablet PC feature selection by the
tablet designers. To address this issue, we have presented a method in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Methodology
The general idea of our proposed method, depicted in Figure 3, can be summarized in
four steps. The ﬁrst step is to collect and interpret data to make the dataset for further
processing. The second step uses the collected dataset as input to ﬁnd the frequent feature
sets using a data mining tool called RapidMiner 5 [2]. Then the third step is to ﬁnd two
types of association rules, namely the association rules between the user category and their
preferred features, and the association rules among features. The fourth step is to analyze
these two forms of association rules to ﬁnd out the useful information for product designers
to classify the tablet PC models for different categories of users.
4.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing
Input data is a collection of online reviews about tablet PCs. In practice, the reviews can be
collected from different product discussion websites, such as Amazon.com and CNet.com.
Online reviews are in free-text format, so some preprocessing steps are required in order to
transform the free-text into a format that can be processed by our proposed method.
Let R = {r1, . . . , rn} be a collection of reviews as described in Deﬁnition 1. First,
we extract the features and user categories from the review, and transform the information
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Data collection and preprocessing ( Extract data from online discussion site)
Mining frequent features ( Apply Apriori to mine frequent features)
Generating  association rules  ( Extract the  association rules between users and features, and 
the association rules among features)
Analysis of resultant  association rules to classify tablet for different users
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Figure 3: Research methodology
into a transaction data table. Each review is transformed into one transaction record in the
table. Each transaction record consists of a set of feature items mentioned by the user in the
review and the category of the user. Table 3 shows an example of a transaction data table
of 10 reviews. To represent the presence of a user category and feature items in a review,
the corresponding cells are assigned with the value of 1 and the rest of the feature items are
given a value of 0. The corresponding dataset of the 10 reviews are provided in Figure 4.
Note that a user may be classiﬁed into multiple categories.
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ri User Categories C(ri) Preferred Features F (ri)
r1 {personal, student} {long battery life, screen size 7inch, touch keyboard}
r2 {personal} {nice display, screen size 7inch, long battery life, fast processor}
r3 {personal} {fast processor, good graphics, long battery life, screen size 7inch, good touch screen}
r4 {personal} {good touch screen, long battery life, screen size 7inch}
r5 {business, personal} {beautiful design, nice display, good touch screen, long battery life, keyboard}
r6 {student, business} {long battery life, portable, nice display,beautiful design, front facing camera}
r7 {personal} {long battery life, screen size 7inch, beautiful design, front facing camera}
r8 {personal} {long battery life, screen size 10 inch, front facing camera, light weight}
r9 {business} {long battery life, portable, screen size 10 inch, front facing camera, light weight}
r10 {student} {long battery life, portable, beautiful design, light weight}
Table 3: Identiﬁed user categories and their preferred feature sets in 10 reviews
personal student business 
long 
battery 
life 
screen 
size 7 
inch 
 touch 
keyboard 
nice 
display 
fast 
processor 
good 
graphics 
good 
touch 
screen 
beautiful 
design 
front  
facing 
camera 
screen 
size 10 
inch 
light 
weight portable keyboard 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Figure 4: Dataset of 10 reviews
4.2 Mining Frequent Features
There are many data mining algorithms for extracting frequent features, for example, Apri-
ori [5], FP-growth [23], and ECLAT [48]. To efﬁciently mine all frequent features from
the reviews, we employ the Apriori algorithm [5], which is designed for extracting frequent
patterns from transactional data. Below we provide an overview of Apriori algorithm which
has been applied to various data mining tasks.
Let F = {f1, . . . , fp} be the set of possible features of a product and C = {c1, . . . , cq}
be the set of possible user categories in a collection of reviews R. Each review ri ∈ R is
represented as a doublet, denoted by 〈F (ri), C(ri)〉, where F (ri) ⊆ F and C(ri) ⊆ C.
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Refer to Table 2 for notations. Apriori is known as a level-wise search algorithm which
uses an iterative approach to extract frequent (k + 1)-feature sets based on frequent k-
feature sets. First, the sets of frequent 1-feature are found by scanning each review ri ∈ R,
accumulating the support count of each 1-feature set I , and collecting the feature set I
that has support sup(I) ≥ min_sup. The resulting frequent 1-feature sets are then used
to identify the frequent 2-feature sets, which are then used to identify frequent 3-feature
sets and so on. This process continues until no more frequent k-feature sets are found.
Generation of the frequent (k + 1)-feature set is based on the following Apriori property.
Property 4.2.1. (Apriori Property) [5]. Suppose If is frequent feature set. If Is ⊆ If , then
Is is also a frequent feature set because sup(Is) ≥ sup(If ) ≥ min_sup.
Suppose a feature set I is not frequent, i.e., sup(I) < min_sup. Property 4.2.1 implies
that any of its superset I ′ ⊇ I is also not frequent because sup(I ′) ≤ sup(I) < min_sup.
The Apriori algorithm follows the above property 4.2.1 to generate the Lk sets of fre-
quent feature sets from the set Lk−1 by following a sequence of pruning and joining steps
iteratively, until no more Lk sets can be found. The two steps of this algorithm are as
follows:
The join step. To ﬁnd Lk, a set of candidate Ck is generated by joining Lk−1 with
itself, i.e., Lk−1  Lk−1. Let l1 and l2 be feature sets in Lk−1. The join Lk−1  Lk−1 is
performed, if ﬁrst (k-2) features of Lk−1 are in common. For example, two feature sets l1
and l2 of lk−1 are joinable if they satisfy (l1[1] = l2[1]) ∧ (l1[2] = l2[2]) ∧ . . . ∧ (l1[k −
2] = l2[k − 2]) ∧ (l1[k − 1] < l2[k − 1]) . The notation li[j] refers to the jth item in li.
Apriori assumes that features within a feature set are sorted in lexicographic order such that
l1[k − 1] < l2[k − 1] to ensure that no duplicates are generated. By joining l1 and l2 the
resulting feature set we get is l1[1], l1[2] . . . , l1[k − 2], l1[k − 1], l2[k − 1].
The pruning step. The purpose of the joining step is to generate a list of feature sets
that are frequent, based on the knowledge that they are constructed from feature sets that
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are frequent. Ck is a superset of frequent k-feature sets, Lk. The pruning step removes all
non-frequent feature sets that occur in Ck. The resulting list after the pruning is Lk. To
count the support of each candidate feature set in Ck, a scan of the dataset D is required,
where the support count for each feature set li in Ck is calculated.
Algorithm 1 Frequent Feature Sets Mining
Input: A set of reviews data R.
Input: User-speciﬁed minimum support min_sup.
Output: Sets of frequent features L1, . . . , Lk with sup(If ).
Method:
1: L1 = all frequent 1-feature sets in R;
2: for (k = 2;Lk−1 = ∅; k ++) do
3: Ck = Lk−1  Lk−1;
4: for all feature sets I ∈ Ck do
5: if ∃Is ∈ I such that Is /∈ Lk−1 then
6: Ck = Ck − I;
7: end if
8: end for
9: sup(I) = 0 for every I ∈ Ck;
10: for all reviews ri ∈ R do
11: for all I ∈ Ck do
12: if I ⊆ ri then
13: sup(I) = sup(I) + 1;
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: Lk = {I ∈ Ck | sup(I) ≥ min_sup};
18: end for
19: return L1, . . . , Lk with sup(If );
Algorithm 1 identiﬁes all frequent feature sets by efﬁciently pruning all feature sets that
are not frequent based on the Apriori property. Speciﬁcally, the algorithm ﬁnds the frequent
k-feature sets from frequent (k − 1)-feature sets based on the Apriori property. In the ﬁrst
iteration, the frequent 1-feature set, denoted by L1, is found by scanning the reviews once
and counting the support count for each feature. The support count of a feature set I ,
denoted by sup(I), is the number of reviews containing I . The frequent 1-feature sets are
then used to identify the candidate 2-feature sets, denoted by C2. Then the algorithm scans
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the reviews once to count the support of each candidate feature set inC2. All candidates that
have support counts greater than or equal to min_sup are frequent 2-feature sets, denoted
by L2. The algorithm repeats the process of generating Lk from Lk−1 and stops if Lk−1 is
empty.
The challenge is how to efﬁciently generate the candidate k-itemsets Ck from Lk−1.
Two frequent (k − 1)-feature sets are joinable to form a candidate k-feature set in Line
3 only if their ﬁrst (k − 2)-feature sets are identical. This process follows the Apriori
property: a feature set I cannot be frequent if any of its subsets is not frequent. Thus,
the only prospective frequent feature sets of size k are those that are generated by joining
frequent (k − 1)-feature set. Lines 4-8 describe the procedure of removing candidates that
contain at least one non-frequent (k − 1)-feature set. Lines 9-16 describe the procedure
of scanning the reviews and obtaining the support count of each feature set I in Ck. If a
review ri contains a feature set I , sup(I) is incremented by 1. If sup(If ) is larger than the
user-speciﬁed minimum support threshold min_sup, then If is added to Lk, the frequent
k-feature set with k elements. The algorithm terminates when the frequent Lk is empty,
i.e., when none of the candidate feature set can pass the min_sup threshold. Finally, the
algorithm returns all frequent feature sets with their support counts.
The following example shows how to use the Apriori algorithm to identify all frequent
feature sets.
Example 3 (Frequent Feature Set Discovery ). Consider a collection of reviews R =
{r1, . . . , rn} where each review contains user categories C(ri) and their preferred tablet
features F (ri). Each review ri is represented as a doublet, denoted by 〈F (ri), C(ri)〉,
where F (ri) ⊆ F and C(ri) ⊆ C, as shown in Table 3. Suppose min_sup = 0.4. The
algorithm identiﬁes frequent-1 feature set by scanning the R once. In this example the set
of frequent 1-feature sets is:
L1 = {{personal}, {long battery life}, {screen size 7 inch}, {front facing camera}},
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with
sup({personal}) = 7
sup({long battery life}) = 10
sup({screen size 7 inch}) = 5
sup({front facing camera}) = 4.
Next the algorithm generates the set of candidate 2-feature sets by joining L1 with itself,
L1  L1:
C2 = {{personal, long battery life}, {personal, screen size 7 inch}, {personal, front
facing camera}, {long battery life, screen size 7 inch}, {long battery life, front facing cam-
era}, {screen size 7 inch, front facing camera}}.
Then the algorithm scans the reviews to obtain the frequent-2 feature sets, and deter-
mines:
L2 = {{ personal, long battery life}, {personal, screen size 7 inch}, {long battery life,
screen size 7 inch}, {long battery life, front facing camera}}.
Similarly, the algorithm performs L2  L2 to generate the set of candidate 3-feature
sets:
C3 = {{personal, long battery life, screen size 7 inch}, {personal, long battery life,
front facing camera}, {long battery life, screen size 7 inch, front facing camera}},
Then the algorithm obtains the frequent-3 feature sets,
L3 = {personal, long battery life, screen size 7 inch}.
Finally, the algorithm terminates and returns the frequent feature sets L1, L2, and L3
with sup(If ) for each If ∈ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3.
4.3 Generating Interesting Association Rules
Refer to Deﬁnitions 3 and 4 for the notions of association rules and interesting association
rules. The following two steps generate all interesting association rules from the frequent
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feature sets.
• For each frequent feature set If , generate all nonempty subsets of If .
• For every nonempty subset Is of If , generate the rule in the form of Is → (If − Is)
if sup(If )
sup(Is)
≥ min_conf , where min_conf is the minimum conﬁdence threshold.
Table 3 contains a frequent feature set If = {personal, long battery life, screen size 7
inch}. The non-empty subsets of If are {{personal, long battery life}, {long battery life,
screen size 7 inch}, {personal, screen size 7 inch}, {personal}, {long battery life}, {screen
size 7 inch}}. The resulting association rules are:
• long battery life → personal[conf = 70%]
• personal → long battery life[conf = 100%]
• personal → screen size 7 inch[conf = 71%]
• long battery life → screen size 7 inch[conf = 50%]
• screen size 7 inch → long battery life[conf = 100%]
• screen size 7 inch → personal[conf = 100%]
• personal∧ long battery life → screen size 7 inch [conf = 71%]
• long battery life∧ screen size 7 inch → personal [conf = 100%]
• personal∧ screen size 7 inch → long battery life [conf = 100%]
• personal → long battery life∧ screen size 7 inch [conf = 71%]
• long battery life → screen size 7 inch∧ personal [conf = 50%]
• screen size 7inch∧ long battery life → personal [conf = 100%]
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If the user-speciﬁed conﬁdence threshold min_conf is 60%, then all of the above rules
are interesting except the fourth and eleventh rules with 50% conﬁdence.
Suppose the user sets min_sup = 40%. The frequent feature set If = {long battery
life, screen size 7 inch}. The resulting association rules from this frequent feature set are:
• long battery life → screen size 7 inch [conf = 50%]
• screen size 7 inch → long battery life [conf = 100%]
If the user-speciﬁed conﬁdence threshold min_conf is 60%, then the only interesting rule
is screen size 7 inch → long battery life.
4.4 Generating Constraint-based Association Rules
Not all interesting association rules are important for the designers of tablet PC. The ex-
tracted association rules are useful only if they follow speciﬁc types of patterns. Specif-
ically, only the association rules between user categories and features and the association
rules among features can be utilized in product design analysis. Thus, other rules that do
not follow these patterns are removed.
The ﬁrst type of constraint-based association rule is to discover the associations be-
tween different categories of users and their preferred feature sets, where the antecedent
is a user category and the consequent is a set of features. In other words, the ﬁrst type of
rule satisﬁes the pattern It → Ih, where It ⊆ C and Ih ⊆ F , where C is the universe of
possible user categories and F is the universe of possible features. A sample rule of this
pattern is personal → long battery life∧ screen size 7 inch. This rule shows that tablet
for personal users should include features long battery life and screen size 7 inch. From
this rule the designer may want to further investigate why personal user prefers screen size
7 inch, but not screen size 10 inch, and compare the feature preference of personal category
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users with the preference of other user categories. Different customers have different pref-
erences for the features of tablet PC speciﬁcations. The result of association rules between
the three user categories and their preferred feature sets are compared with each other for
product segmentation.
The second type of constraint-based association rule is to discover the associations
among features, where the antecedent and consequent are disjoint sets of features, where
It ⊆ F , Ih ⊆ F , and It ∩ Ih = ∅. A sample rule of this pattern is screen size 7 inch →
long battery life. The rule suggests that screen size 7 inch and long battery life should be
included together in a tablet design. The second type of rules can be utilized for feature
selection at the time of designing the tablet PC speciﬁcations regardless of user categories.
The feature items in a rule indicate that if the feature in the antecedent is included in the
speciﬁcation, then the feature in the consequent also should be included. This feature
selection method will make the tablet PC speciﬁcation more attractive to the users. More
analysis on real-life online reviews will be given in the next chapter.
Misleading association rule. A rule is interesting if it passes the minimum support and
minimum conﬁdence thresholds; however, it does not necessarily imply that the antecedent
and consequent of the rule have positive correlation. An interesting association rule that
has no positive correlation is misleading. Suppose there are 10,000 personal users. 5,000
of them prefer long battery life and 8,000 of them prefer screen size 7 inch, and 3,000 of
them prefer both long battery life and screen size 7 inch. Using min_sup = 20% and
min_conf = 50%, the following association rule is discovered:
prefer ( personal user, "long battery life") → prefer ( personal user, "screen size 7
inch") [sup = 30%, conf = 60%]
The above rule is an interesting association rule with respect to the minimum support
and minimum conﬁdence. However, the above rule is misleading and negatively correlated
because the ratio of personal users who prefer screen size 7 inch is 80% which is larger
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than 60%, implying that the personal users who prefer long battery life indeed has interest
in screen size 7 inch. To identify and ﬁlter out this kind of misleading interesting rules, a
correlation measure called Lift can be applied. Lift is a correlation measure that is used to
ﬁnd out the interestingness of the association rules. The lift between occurrence of It and
Ih can be measured by Equation 1:
lift(It, Ih) =
conf(It → Ih)
sup(Ih)
(1)
If the lift value is greater than 1, then there is a positive correlation between It and Ih. If
the lift value is 1, then It and Ih are independent and there is no correlation between them.
If the lift value is below 1, then there is a negative relationship between It and Ih. Thus,
the association rules with lift value less than 1 are removed.
For example, Lift (personal → long battery life ∧ screen size 7 inch) = 0.71/0.5 =
1.42. The lift of this rule is greater than 1, so there is a positive correlation between the
occurrence of {personal} and {long battery life∧ screen size 7 inch}.
For the previously mentioned misleading association rule, prefer ( personal user, "long
battery life") → prefer ( personal user, "screen size 7 inch") [sup = 30%, conf = 60%],
the lift is 0.60/0.80 = 0.75. The lift of this rule is less than 1, so the occurrence of long
battery life and screen size 7 inch are negatively correlated.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a method to extract the interesting association rules
from the online reviews. These rules can be utilized for tablet PC feature classiﬁcation
for different categories of users and for tablet PC feature selection. For extracting these
association rules, the ﬁrst step is to collect the product features and user categories from
the online reviews. The following steps are to identify frequent feature set and generate
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interesting association rules from the frequent feature set. These interesting association
rules help to identify the tablet PC feature classiﬁcation. Based on this proposed method
we have conducted an experiment, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Evaluation
Based on the proposed method in Chapter 4, we have conducted an experiment with the
data of 304 online reviews of tablet PC users. The reviews were collected from online
discussion site Amazon.com and Cnet.com. The objective of the experiment is to examine
the effectiveness of using online reviews for tablet PC feature classiﬁcation for different
users. This chapter explains the observation from the experimental result. First, we pro-
vide an overview of the dataset and generation of interesting association rules from dataset,
followed by the observation from association rules concerning the tablet PC model classiﬁ-
cation. As the tablet market is growing rapidly many new tablet models have been launched
after the collected review postings. Thus, here we also want to compare the mined associ-
ation rules with the existing tablet models to examine the proposed method.
5.1 Data Sets
At ﬁrst the tablet reviews have been collected from Amazon.com and Cnet.com and 304
reviews have been collected within the time duration of April, 2010 and May, 2011. For
this experiment three user categories have been ﬁxed ( personal, student, business) and 47
features of tablet PC have been used. We assumed that a review was given by any of the
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User categories(C) Possible feature set for a tablet PC(F)
personal, business, student bluetooth, long battery life, good browser, rear facing cam-
era, front facing camera, customizable, card reader, beauti-
ful design, nice display, ease of use, e-reader, facial recog-
nition, ﬂash, ﬂip screen, gps, gorilla glass screen, graphics,
hand writing recognition, HDMI, good keyboard, onscreen
keyboard, multi tasking, multi touch, multimedia, OS An-
droid, OS Windows, OSi, pen, phone, portable, fast proces-
sor, good speaker, storage, sd slot, screen resolution, screen
size 7inch, screen size 10 inch, text to speech application to
google maps, good touch screen, good touch pad, usb, voice
dialing, video quality, video recording, light weight, Wi-Fi
Table 4: Attributes of dataset
three user categories based on the users purpose of usage. Personal users are those users
who are using the tablet only for their personal or home use (e.g., watching movie at home).
Personal users do not use the tablet for professional purpose or study purpose. Users are
called business users when in their postings it is found that they are telling about their usage
for professional purposes (e.g., editing business report, using tablet in ofﬁce presentation).
Student users are those users who said about their usage of tablet for study purpose (e.g.,
taking notes in class).
The set of preferred features mentioned by the reviewer and his/her user category are
extracted manually for each review. For the attributes of the dataset all possible features of
tablet PC and user categories are listed in Table 4.
All the extracted preferred feature sets and user categories for all users are entered
for making the dataset. Each row of the dataset represents the information about a tablet
PC user’s category and preferences of features. We assigned value of ’1’ for each of the
preferred feature and corresponding user category in each row and for the other attributes
we assigned value of ’0’. In this experiment a data mining tool named RapidMiner 5 has
been used to generate the association rules from this dataset.
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5.2 Frequent Feature and Association Rule Generation
The dataset has been used to determine the association rules between user categories and
feature set, and the association rules among the features. The association rules were mined
through Apriori algorithm [5] using minimum support of 3% and minimum conﬁdence of
10%. Generally for association rule mining the minimum support threshold of 1% to 10%
is widely used. The resultant tables are composed of user categories and user’s preferred
feature sets. According to our pre-set rule constraint we extracted two types of association
rules from the result. The ﬁrst type of association rules are the rules with the user category
in the antecedent and features in the consequent. The second type of association rules are
the rules with features in both side of antecedent and consequent. After extracting these
constraint-based rules the lift has been calculated to ﬁnd out the correlation between the
antecedent and consequent items. This lift helps to identify the rule interestingness. The
interesting rules whose lift are greater than one are kept and others are removed. The
ﬁrst type of resultant association rules are divided into three types based on the three user
categories.
5.3 Experimental Results
In this section we have an objective to justify the extracted two types of association rules
which are association between users and features, and association among features. We
tried to see if the extracted association rules between user categories and features (user →
features) represent the meaningful need of tablet PC models for different categories of
users. In this section, we also analyze the resultant association rules among features
(features → features) to use those rules for the bundle of feature selection for tablet
PC models.
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5.3.1 Association Rules between User Categories and Tablet PC Fea-
tures
Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 show the result of association rules between three categories
of tablet PC users and tablet PC features. These three tables are analyzed for getting the
insights to classify tablet PC features for different categories of users.
No Association Rule Support Conﬁdence Lift
1 personal→ long battery life 0.230263 0.29787234 1.040841
2 personal→ good speaker 0.125 0.16170213 1.170415
3 personal→ light weight 0.111842 0.14468085 1.157447
4 personal→ beautiful design 0.101974 0.13191489 1.055319
5 personal→ OS Android 0.095395 0.12340426 1.103379
6 personal→ screen size 7 inch 0.095395 0.12340426 1.250496
7 personal→ fast processor, nice display 0.095395 0.12340426 1.136815
8 personal→ usb 0.092105 0.11914894 1.065332
9 personal→ front facing camera 0.078947 0.102127 1.070579
Table 5: Association rules between personal category users and tablet PC features based on
online review
Association between Personal Category Users and Tablet PC Features. Rules of
the Table 5 represent the associations between personal category users and their preferred
feature set. From the mined result of the above table we can assume that the preferred fea-
ture set for personal user is {long battery life, good speaker, light weight, beautiful design,
OS android, screen size 7inch, fast processor, nice display, usb, front facing camera}. The
feature list of this set is sorted from higher preference to lower preference according to the
conﬁdence level of the association rules.
Association between Business Category Users and Tablet PC Features. Rules of
the Table 6 represent the associations between business category users and their preferred
feature set. The preferred feature set for the business category user is { touch screen,
keyboard, OS windows, portable, Wi-Fi}. Here the feature list is sorted in the order of
more preferred feature ﬁrst and less preferred feature at last according to the conﬁdence
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No Association Rule Support Conﬁdence Lift
1 business→ good touch screen 0.085526 0.34210526 1.333333
2 business→ good keyboard 0.065789 0.26315789 1.454545
3 business→ OS Windows 0.05 0.19736842 2.068966
4 business→ portable 0.04 0.14473684 1.073171
5 business→ Wi-Fi 0.04 0.14473684 1.1
6 business→ good touch screen, good keyboard 0.04 0.14473684 1.76
Table 6: Association rules between business category users and tablet PC features based on
online review
level of the association rules.
Association between Student Category Users and Tablet PC Features. The rules of
the Table 7 represent the associations between student category users and their preferred
features. It can be suggested that preferred feature set of tablet for student category user is
{long battery life, good touch screen}.
No Association Rule Support Conﬁdence Lift
1 student→ long battery life 0.032895 0.3030303 1.058865
2 student→ good touch screen 0.032895 0.3030303 1.181041
Table 7: Association rules between student category users and tablet PC features based on
online review
Comparison of the Association Rules between Three User Categories and Tablet
PC Features. The rules in Table 5, Table 6, Table 7 essentially indicate which tablet
features are mentioned frequently by respective categories of users. To reveal the distri-
bution of tablet features with user categories, a matrix is made in Figure 5. Particularly,
the matrix’s rows are labeled with user categories, and the matrix’s columns are labeled
with mined tablet features. The matrix entries show whether the tablet features are asso-
ciated with the user categories (where ’1’ and ’0’ represent the presence and absence of
associations, respectively).
From Figure 5, it is interesting to note that personal users and business users have
strong association with two different tablet feature sets. However, these two categories of
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users both consider portability as a preferred attribute (i.e., personal user mentions light
weight and screen size 7 inch, and business user mentions portable).
beautiful
design
fast 
processor
nice 
display
front
facing
camera
good 
speaker
light 
weight
OS
Android
screen
size
7 inch usb
long 
battery
life
good
touch
screen
good 
keyboard
OS 
Windo
ws portable Wi-Fi
personal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
student 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
business 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
Figure 5: Association between user categories and tablet features
In view of their differences, we argue that business users treat tablets as devices support-
ing their ofﬁce activities. Thus, how tablets can be integrated with their existing computing
systems is the primary concern. This explains why business users prefer OS Windows
though tablets running Windows are not readily available in the market yet. Also, the men-
tioned Wi-Fi feature should be used for connecting the company’s system. Furthermore,
the business users are interested in the input/output methods with the tablets as they expect
a good experience with the features touch screen and keyboard.
In contrast, it seems that personal users focus more on the entertainment features. The
features fast processor, nice display and good speaker are related to the experience of
gaming, watching video and listening to music. Also, personal users frequently mention
beautiful design in order to reﬂect their personal characters on their mobile gadgets. Fur-
thermore, personal users expect certain openness with the tablets in terms of mentioning
OS Android as an open-source system and usb as the standard interface for transferring
ﬁles.
In our study, student users do not appear frequently in the review postings since the
activities speciﬁc to student users (e.g., take notes, do homework, etc) are not often men-
tioned. From this observation we think that tablets are not yet considered as conventional
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device for student activities. Tablets can be argued as a popular device for students, as cur-
rently promoted by tablet manufacturers. In our study, the tablet usages by student users
cannot be easily distinguished.
5.3.2 Association Rules among Tablet PC Features
In addition to the rules between tablet PC user categories and tablet features, 7 rules among
features (features → features) are also generated, and they are listed in Table 8. In this
section we analyze these rules to see whether these rules are meaningful for the tablet
manufacturers for the feature selection of tablet PC models.
No Association Rule Support Conﬁdence Lift
1 good touch screen → long battery life 0.085526 0.333333 1.164750
2 long battery life → good touch screen 0.085526 0.298850 1.164750
3 long battery life → screen size 10.1 inch 0.069078 0.2413793 1.157447
4 front facing camera → rear facing camera 0.052631 0.551724 7.986863
5 fast processor → Wi− Fi 0.05 0.178571 1.357142
6 Wi− Fi → nice display 0.05 0.35 1.33
7 nice display → Wi− Fi 0.05 0.175 1.33
Table 8: Association rules among tablet PC features based on online review
Tablet PC Feature Selection from Association Rules among Tablet PC Features.
The resultant association rules between the tablet PC features can be utilized for the bundle
of feature selection for tablet PC models. Table 8 shows the association rules among the
features of tablet PC regardless of user categories.
From rules 1, 2 and 3 of Table 8 we see long battery life has a strong association with
features good touch screen and screen size 10.1 inch. Every user loves to have a long battery
life for their tablet PC while some of them also want to have a good touch screen in their
tablet which are suggested by rules 1 and 2. Rule 3 of Table 8 suggests that long battery
life and screen size 10.1 inch have strong association. Among these rules, it is observed
that the feature long battery life is mentioned most often (regardless of user categories). It
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is not a surprising result as the battery performance is still difﬁcult to improve due to the
technological limitations. We can also assume that some users want 10.1 inch screen for
their tablet PC. So manufacturers can make screen size 10.1 inch tablet PC for some portion
of the users.
From rule 4 of Table 8 we see that tablet users who want front facing camera, 55% of
them also want rear facing camera, so the manufacturers should include both front and
rear facing cameras together to make the tablet PC more attractive to users or they may
exclude both cameras from the feature list which will be attractive for another portion of the
users. In this way manufacturers can reduce their manufacturing cost and attract targeted
customers.
Rule 5 of this table shows the users who want fast processor, 17% of them also want
Wi-Fi as connectivity interface. According to rule 5, the suggestion is, if the tablet PC have
a fast processor in the feature list then the manufacturer should include a good connectivity
interface for that model of tablet PC. From rule 7 of Table 8 it can be suggested that if the
tablet PC have a good connectivity then it should also have a nice display. Here we are
assuming that Wi-Fi indicates about the good connectivity feature of tablet PC. The feature
Wi-Fi is also frequently mentioned, and it is associated with fast processor and nice display.
As the feature Wi-Fi is commonly available for tablets, the real concern of the customers
who mention Wi-Fi should be about internet experience. At this point, the manufacturers
should pay attention to the speed and viewing experience of internet usages.
So from the Table 8 we suggest manufacturers can use these rules to select the bundle
of features for tablet PC which will be more attractive to customers.
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5.4 Interpretation of Observation
Our research presents a method for knowledge discovery from online reviews of tablet PC
users which can be utilized by the tablet designers to understand the tablet PC model clas-
siﬁcation for different users. We have three categories of tablet users which are personal,
business and student users. On the online reviews all of these users discussed about their
preferable tablet PC features. Applying the association rule mining on those online review
data we found some interesting association rules between the users and tablet PC features.
We also found some interesting association rules among tablet PC features. This section
gives the suggestion of tablet model classiﬁcation for different categories of users from the
analysis of resultant association rules.
The rule for the personal user suggests that tablet users who are using it for personal
purpose like the set of features {long battery life, good speaker, light weight, beautiful de-
sign, OS android, screen size 7inch, fast processor, nice display, usb, front facing camera}.
This list of preferred features suggests Android as the operating system for personal user.
As an OS Android is easy to maintain and there are many open source software available
for the users. This might be tempting for the personal user. The feature screen size 7 inch
is preferable because it is very convenient to hold and use at any place. Battery life, speaker
and display should be good for watching movies. Users who use tablet for gaming need a
fast processor. USB port is convenient for personal user to transfer their ﬁles like photos,
videos etc. Front facing camera is important for the personal users because they like to
take pictures with their tablet or sometimes they do video chat with it.
The resulting association rules for the business purpose user from our dataset is quite
interesting. According to our experimental result the preferred feature set by the business
user is {touch screen, keyboard, OS windows, portable, Wi-Fi}. Here we can see busi-
ness users are more concerned about the user interface of the tablet PC. Generally business
users do productive works in their tablets which need more convenient input and output
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methods. From this point of view good touch screen and good keyboard are important user
interfaces for their purpose. Wi-Fi of the feature list indicates the importance of connec-
tivity interface to the business users. To be connected with the business world connectivity
interfaces should be in a good standard where users share their information by using touch
and keyboard interfaces in a big network. The vast majority of businesses work in Outlook,
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, as well as with Microsoft Exchange. Microsoft Windows
7 has all that and more. If we think about the portability it is important for the business
people because they need to move with their tablet for their work, for example: meeting
presentation.
The association rules among the tablet PC features suggest that a rule among features
can be utilized to select bundle of features for tablet PC models. As those features are from
users preference list, this feature selection will attract more customers.
In the association rules among features we see long battery life has strong associa-
tion with screen size 10.1 inch. It indicates that bigger screen needs more battery power
and some users also want both together. Front facing camera and rear facing camera are
strongly associated, which suggests that the designers should include both in a tablet. Peo-
ple generally use front facing camera for video chatting to show their faces while chatting.
By using the rear facing camera they will be able to show the other end of their face view
which will increase the interaction between the chatter. Rear facing camera is also great
as tablet PC is portable to go everywhere with the user so they can take informal pictures
whenever they want. Some users also do not prefer any one of the cameras to have less
costly tablet PC. In rule 5 of Table 8 we see fast processor and Wi-Fi have a strong asso-
ciation. Through Wi-Fi user connects to the internet where they watch online movies, play
online games which need fast processor. These reasons may explain why the users want
fast processor and Wi-Fi together. Rules 6 and 7 show Wi-Fi and nice display are strongly
associated which indicate some users watch online videos by connecting to the internet
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through Wi-Fi. These users want a nice display for watching the video comfortably.
The key implications from the association rules between users and features are that at
ﬁrst, we suggest the tablet PC models for two user categories: personal users and business
users. For personal users, the tablets should be designed with attractive exterior and op-
timized for entertainment purposes (i.e., games, music and video). For business user, the
tablets should focus on the integration of ofﬁce duties, with standard and high-quality in-
put/output supports (i.e., touch screen for presentation and keyboard for productivity). As
the tablet features for student users are not distinct enough, a customized tablet design for
students may not be recommended in view of the development efforts for time being.
Some tablet features are identiﬁed as important for all user categories, including porta-
bility, long battery life and internet experience (associated with Wi-Fi). Also, if the man-
ufacturers plan to remove cameras from the tablets for a budget design, it is suggested to
remove both front and rear facing cameras rather than keeping one of them. Probably,
keeping one camera would remind the customers the absence of another camera, leading to
a poor perception of the product’s quality.
5.5 Comparison with Existing Products
In this section we tried to assess our understanding of tablet PC feature classiﬁcation for
different users from the online reviews. The current stage of tablet PC is in its infancy
which needs to be go further and well classiﬁed for the users. In our work we tried to
get the insights about tablet PC feature classiﬁcation from the users opinions and tried to
compare our resultant association rules with some existing tablet models in the market.
The growth of tablet market ofﬁcially started in 2010. Apple’s launch of iPad started
the revolution in tablet PC market. Many other manufacturers also started launching their
tablets to catch the market. At present, the market of tablets is still evolving rapidly, and
the manufacturers need to explore different things to increase their market share. ICD
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Ultra came after iPad with HD Flash video, multi touch screens, front-facing cameras,
multi tasking etc. Freescale’s Smartbook with 7 inch touch screen, Android OS , Wi-Fi and
bluetooth connectivity, camera arrived at that time. Around that time Pegatron introduced
Slate PC with Windows 7, 11.6 inch touch screen etc. Dell streak also came with 5 inch
touch screen, Android OS, Wi-Fi, bluetooth, GPS, camera, multi tasking etc. Samsung
Galaxy Tab appeared in the end of 2010 as a communication and entertainment tool with
3G connectivity, Wi-Fi, bluetooth, Android OS.
From 2010 to now on tablet PC market is growing with new tablets. The market is hit-
ting with tablets from manufacturers every month with new feature updates. Some tablet of
recent time, 2011 include iPad2, Samsung Galaxy tab 8.9, Motorola Xoom, HP TouchPad,
ASUS Eee Slate EP121, Lenovo IdeaPad A1, Lenovo ThinkPad and many more. Most of
these tablets from the manufacturers are not targeted for a speciﬁc group of users. Various
new tablet products have been launched after the postings collected in this study (i.e., May
2011). The most visible differentiating feature is the screen size (between 7 inches to 10
inches), and our study does not show a clear preference of the screen size with user cate-
gories. The mined rule personal → screen size 7 inch is not very indicative for the tablet
design.
Our understanding from this work suggests two models of tablet PC for two categories
of users which are personal user and business user. Our suggestion from the experimental
result resembles the current two models of Lenovo tablet. Lenovo has introduced IdeaPad
Tablet A1, which is targeted to personal users and ThinkPad tablet which is targeted for
business users. Notably, the release time of ThinkPad Tablet is after the time of review
collection in our study. Lenovo introduced ThinkPad Tablet (released in July 2011) ded-
icated for business users. This product is featured with a digitalized pen and a keyboard
accessory to support ofﬁce tasks. This actual tablet development aligns with the design in-
sights discussed in Section 5.4. We consider that this example supports our work of tablet
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model classiﬁcation from online reviews using data mining technique. Also, we do not ﬁnd
tablet products that are dedicated for student users only, and this observation aligns with
our discussion of the experimental results.
Feature list of personal user Feature list of IdeaPad Tablet A1
long battery life 7 hour battery life
good speaker high deﬁnition audio
light weight weight of 0.88 pound
beautiful design beautiful design with four different color options
OS Android OS Android 2.3
screen size 7 inch 7.0 inch SD-LED display
fast processor Processor 1GHz
nice display display with 1024-by-600-pixel resolution
usb MicroUSB ports
front facing camera 0.3 megapixel front facing camera
Table 9: Comparison between the feature list of personal user and feature list of Lenovo
IdeaPad A1 tablet PC
The feature list for IdeaPad Tablet A1 is {7 hour battery life, high deﬁnition audio,
weight of 0.88 pound, beautiful design with four different color options, OS Android 2.3,
7.0 inch SD-LED display, Processor 1GHz, display with 1024-by-600-pixel resolution, Mi-
croUSB ports, Wi-Fi 802.11, Optional 3G version, Bluetooth}. The comparison of this
feature list with our resulting feature list for personal user is shown in Table 9. In Table 9
we see Lenovo IdeaPad has a good battery life, light weight, Android OS, usb, front facing
camera which are similar to our feature list of personal users. Our list of personal user
features also include design which means the look of the tablet and for design thinking
Lenovo IdeaPad has been offered in four different colors. Lenovo IdeaPad A1 has 1 GHz
processor which is sufﬁcient for personal users purpose.
The feature list for ThinkPad Tablet is {HD multi touch screen with gorilla glass and
pen input, keyboard folio, OS Android 3.1, weight starting at 1.6 lbs, 8 hours battery life,
Wi-Fi, 3G, bluetooth}. The comparison of our resulting feature list for business user with
the feature list of ThinkPad tablet is shown in Table 10. In Table 10 we see the similarity
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Feature list of business user Feature list of ThinkPad Tablet
good touch screen HD multi touch screen with gorilla glass and pen input
good keyboard keyboard folio
OS Windows OS Android 3.1
portable portable
Wi-Fi good connectivity interfaces (Wi-Fi, bluetooth, GPS)
Table 10: Comparison between the feature list of business user and feature list of Lenovo
ThinkPad tablet PC
in good touch screen as ThinkPad has Gorilla glass multi touch HD screen. Our resultant
feature list for business user has good keyboard while ThinkPad tablet came with a folio for
keyboard. For differentiating the keyboard Lenovo offered this keyboard folio. Wi-Fi in our
feature list indicate a good connectivity and ThinkPad also has good connectivity interfaces
with Wi-Fi, 3G and bluetooth. The screen size and weight of ThinkPad also indicate that it
has good portability. Our feature list has a difference with ThinkPad for the Android OS.
Our feature list contains Windows as OS. ThinkPad is the ﬁrst announced business tablet
by a manufacturer which does not necessarily mean that all other business tablet will also
come in Android. Recently Microsoft announced their new Windows 8 OS for tablet. So
there is probability that future business tablets will have Windows as OS because Windows
is the most popular operating system among the users.
We are now in the early stage of next generation tablet PC models which will be well
classiﬁed for the users. Thus it is important to select the best assortment of features which
will attract more customers. For this purpose manufacturers can use the association rules
among features of tablet PC which will help them in tablet PC feature selection. In our
resultant association rules among features in Table 8 we see the rule front facing camera→
rear facing camera [sup = 0.052631, conf = 0.551724], from this rule we are suggesting
that when the manufacturers are including the front facing camera in the speciﬁcation list of
tablet PC model then they should also include rear facing camera or they should exclude
both from the feature list to reduce the cost for some group of customers. Among the
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renowned tablet PC of 2011 Asus Eee Pad Transformer Prime, Asus Eee Pad Slider SL101,
Samsung Galaxy Tab 8.9, Asus Eee Pad Transformer TF101, Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1,
Motorola Xoom 2, BlackBerry Playbook, all have both front facing and rear facing camera
which support our suggestion of feature selection rule.
5.6 Summary
To examine the effectiveness of our proposed method in Chapter 4, we have conducted
an experiment with the real tablet users’ data from online reviews. The experimental result
shows that the tablet features can be differentiated for different categories of users based on
the extracted interesting association rules from the online reviews. We have also compared
the experimental result with the existing models of tablet in the market and the comparison
supports our study. In the next and last chapter of this thesis, the conclusion with some
future works will be presented.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis. First, we give a summary of this work, then we describe
the research directions that can be conducted as future work.
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis, we have proposed a method to utilize the online reviews for classifying the
tablet PC features. The evolution of technology allowed users to share their experiences
of product usage on the online discussion sites. Those reviews are easily available, less
costly, free from bias and also time saving in contrast to traditional survey methods. As
tablet PC is currently considered as a new class of product we have chosen tablet PC for
our experiment to mine interesting pattern from the online reviews to classify the tablet PC
models for different categories of users.
In our method we considered three categories of users: personal, business and student.
We extracted users categories and their preferred feature sets from the online reviews and
used these information as our input to determine the associations between the user cate-
gories and their preferred feature sets. Then we analyzed the output to classify the tablet
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PC models for different categories of users. We also mined the associations among fea-
tures which are analyzed as secondary rule to help the tablet design analysis regardless of
user categories. After the analysis of our experimental result we have suggested two types
of tablet models for personal users and business users. The most available tablets are for
personal users who want the tablet features for entertainment purpose, while the business
users are concerned to use the tablet in their ofﬁce environment with better input methods,
for example- touch screen and keyboard. We compared our result analysis with existing
tablet of Lenovo in the market which support this study.
We believe that this problem will become increasingly important to the product designer
as more people are using and providing their comments over online discussion sites. To the
best of our knowledge there are no existing study that provide method to use online reviews
for tablet model classiﬁcation for different users. The effectiveness of our proposed method
can be enhanced by the following future works.
6.2 Future Work
For future work, we identify several potential research directions.
Firstly, in this thesis we have used 304 user reviews for the experiments as the extraction
was manual. So the extraction time was higher. Many works [25], [17], [45] have been done
to extract product features from online reviews and there are many works on categorizing
the user types based on the review texts [6], [30], [22]. As the online reviews are written in
natural language, natural language processing in this context is still technically challenging.
In future, it should be worth to integrate these two works in context of our problem to
utilize an automated feature and user category extraction technique. It would be interesting
to study how to extract the feature set for each user category more efﬁciently. This study
will improve the method of mining online reviews to ﬁnd the associations between user
category and product features.
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In our method, we limited the dataset with the preferred feature set by each user. The
reason for that is because preferred features by the users are the most important speciﬁca-
tions which they want most than the other features. However, it would be also interesting
to consider the other features which they do not like. For example, if the user posts in the
review that he or she does not like the screen size 7 inch then we should ﬁnd out what size
is preferable by this user from the other lines of his or her posting.
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